Multicarrier systems are adopted in several standards for their ability to achieve optimal performance in very dispersive channels. In particular, discrete multitone (DMT) and filtered multitone (FMT) systems are two examples where the modulation filter has an ideal rectangular amplitude characteristic in time and frequency domains, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
In this letter we consider multicarrier systems where interpolating filters are frequency shifts of a given prototype filter and the spacing between adjacent subcarriers is the same for all subcarriers. In fact, only in this case the system may be efficiently implemented by means of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and a network of polyphase filters [1, 2] . In particular, we restrict our analysis to two cases 1 : i) DMT, where the prototype filter has an ideal rectangular time-domain amplitude characteristic, and ii) FMT, where the prototype filter has a nearly rectangular frequency domain amplitude characteristic. This choice implies inevitable intersymbol interference (ISI) at the receiver, while intercarrier interference (ICI) between subchannels is almost negligible when an appropriate design of the prototype filter is carried out. Another possible choice of the prototype filter is the square-root Nyquist shape [3] . However, ICI is eliminated by increasing the spacing between adjacent subcarriers at the expense of a lower bandwidth efficiency.
We recall that DMT is generally intended as an effective modulation technique for high bit rate applications in very dispersive channels. First applications in this direction encompass Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines and the digital audio and video broadcasting of signals; in these last two cases the term Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is usually used. More recently, DMT has been also considered for the development of Broadband Radio Access Networks (BRAN) like HIPERLAN Type 2 [4] .
The peculiarity of DMT systems is that equalization of dispersive channels is performed simply by multiplying the signal at the output of each subchannel by a coefficient that is related to the channel frequency response. However, this simple scheme works only if redundancy, in terms of a prefix of suitable length [5, 6] , is inserted in the transmitted signal, which, on the other hand, lowers the system spectral efficiency.
For this reason FMT has been considered and some simple equalization schemes for wireless applications are investigated.
In this framework we should mention the work by Vandendorpe et al. (see [7, 8] and references therein) where a DMT system is equalized by a multidimensional DFE. However, here this approach has not been considered due to the computational complexity of its design; moreover, it must be updated whenever the channel changes.
This letter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly outline the system model. In Section 3 we investigate some possible equalization methods for FMT systems. In Section 4 we give the computational complexity of the proposed equalization schemes while in Section 5 some performance comparisons are presented.
The general baseband equivalent multicarrier scheme is represented in Fig. 1 . 
Here the transmit and receive filters are, respectively, the frequency shift of two prototype filters
Moreover, the prototype receive filter is matched to the transmit one, i.e.pCB
determines the particular type of multicarrier system; in particular, when it is an ideal rectangular pulse the system is called DMT [5] . In this case the frequency responses of all subchannels overlap but neither ISI nor ICI arise for ideal transmission channels. Instead, when
to minimize the overlap between the frequency responses of two adjacent subchannels, the corresponding system is called filtered multitone (FMT) [1] . In this system negligible ICI is present at the receiver, whatever the transmission channel is; however, ISI is always present and an equalizer is needed at the receiver.
We remark that our analysis takes into account also the effect of the analog filters included in the digitalto-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D) converters (see Fig. 1 
A DMT A well-known equalization scheme for DMT systems consists of multiplying the -th sample at the output of the FFT by the coefficient (zero-forcing criterion [9] )
This techniche implicitly implies the use of a cyclic prefix at the transmitter [6] (and the system is denoted as DMT-CP). By introducing a time-domain FIR filter (also called channel shortening filter) immediately after the A/D converter, the length of the effective channel impulse response may be reduced and a shorter cyclic prefix may be used. In this way, we can design DMT systems also for low values of ¤ and still obtain a good spectral efficiency. Algorithms to design channel shortening filters have been developed in [10] where several solutions have been presented. However, these algorithms still have a significant computational complexity and must work at the high speed ! 3 2 3 4 T . Hence, this approach is not suitable for wireless (possible mobile) applications because of the fast time-varying nature of the channel.
B FMT
In this system almost no ICI arises whatever the transmission channel is, while ISI is always present in each subchannel, even if the transmission channel is ideal. Hence, it is mandatory to face two problems:
equalization of the transmit filters and equalization of the transmission channel.
Decision feedback multichannel equalizer (DFME). Assuming no ICI, the feedforward filters work on a subchannel base. A general solution, with an efficient receiver implementation [1, 2] , is reported in Fig. 2a , where a DFE is inserted at the output of each subchannel. Although this scheme may not be convenient for high rate applications because of its computational complexity and the fact that the filter coefficients must be updated at least at regular time intervals to cope with the time varying nature of the channel, we now derive its equations for an upper bound on the system performance.
The overall impulse response of the -th subchannel is given by
, the feedforward filter of the -th subchannel and
, the corresponding feedback filter. Let's define two vectors containing, respectively, the feedforward and feedback filters coefficients:
From the autocorrelation matrix with entries
where e u ª is the power of each zero-mean independent and identically distributed signal 
, the feedforward and feedback filter can be designed as follows:
We should notice that this scheme has an high computational complexity because at each channel estimate it requires the inversion of ¤ c § t º c § matrices.
Post-DFT simplified DFME (postDFME).
A simplified DFME is now derived. Let us assume that over each subchannel the frequency response of the transmission channel is flat, i.e. it has both a constant amplitude and a constant phase. This condition is related to the number of subchannels of the multicarrier system and to the coherence bandwidth of the channel [12] . Under this assumption, from (1) and (2) the convolution between the -th transmit filter and the transmission channel yields
Hence, the transmission channel can be adaptively equalized by a one tap per subchannel equalizer, ¦ , (as for DMT systems with cyclic prefix) while the transmit filters can be equalized by a fixed DFE. Moreover, for the -th subchannel the cascade of transmit and receive filters turns out to be independent of the subchannel index. In fact from (1) we have that Fig. 2b for the -th subchannel.
We can expect to obtain some performance improvement by assuming a transmission channel with a linear phase within each subchannel. This linear term corresponds to the delay of the -th subchannel and can be estimated easily from the coefficients 5 ¦ E . As a first-order approximation of the delay Ã ¦ on the -th subchannel, we assume 
In our simulations the number of coefficients of the interpolator filter is c h Ø D 1 ! .
In order to obtain the oversampled signal Ë ¥ § ¦ © C B V u , the receiver has two parallel structures composed of a serial to parallel converter, a filter bank and a DFT. The input to the first structure is signal Ù C Q R and the output yields the even samples Ë ¥ ¦ 4 Ê 2 § . The input to the second structure is a delayed version of the received signal, Ù C Q ± t ¤ 2 § , and the relative output are the odd samples,
A receiver with the added feature of time interpolator will be named fractionally spaced (FS) equalizer.
Pre-DFT simplified DFME (preDFME).
In the previous scheme, equalization is based on the signal at the output of the receiver matched filters. In the preDFME the DFME is instead directly applied to the received signal. In this case receive filters equalize the transmit filters while the channel is equalized by the one-tap per subchannel structure. In particular, the feedforward and feedback subchannel filters, 
, the input of the DFT, and
, the DFT of the transmit data, this structure minimizes the mean square As it will be seen, for the same filter length, the preDFME is more efficient than the postDFME, because it needs to equalize only the transmit filters. Let us note that in the preDFME the feedforward multicarrier structure
Computational complexity (per subchannel) of receiver structure. and feedback filters are different for each branch of the receiver filter bank. Also for the preDFME, a FS approach can be used. Table 1 summarizes the computational complexity, in terms of the number of complex multiplications per subchannel, of various equalization structures. Here we assume that the transmission channel is known.
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Moreover, the reported computational complexity does not account for the channel estimate (i.e. its DFT), nor for the transmitter.
DMT. Equalization based on cyclic prefix is the simplest one and apparently has a per-subchannel complexity of the order of è é ! .
FMT.
If c ( c ) is the number of coefficients of the feedforward (feedback) filter of each subchannel, the computational complexity per subchannel of the postDFME is è é c g ± c f ± c × ± ! . Instead, the computational complexity of the preDFME is è é c § Ú ± c Ê ± ! ± ï ¤ ð ê ì ë í u ¤ , where the logarithmic term is due to the additional IDFT at the receiver. DFME has the same computational complexity of postDFME.
The FS feature yields an additional computational term of è é c ñ , due to the interpolation filter, and the receiver complexity almost doubles with respect to the structure working at 4 , due to the generation of
Now we account for the operations required to design the channel equalizer. Since they depend on the transmission channel estimate, this computation must be performed at each new channel estimate. DMT-CP, FMT-preDFME and postDFME have all zero cost, since they just use the DFT of the channel estimate.
The FS feature has an unitary cost, as (13) requires one multiplication. The design of the DFME requires instead the inversion of ¤ c º c hermitian matrices, with a per subchannel computational complexity of è é c ó ò § .
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The performance of the various modulation and equalization techniques have been tested on a channel whose features defined in the HIPERLAN Type 2 standard [4] . In particular we have assumed:
MHz, a frequency selective Rayleigh fading radio channel with a root mean square (rms) delay spread e 1 $ ö & ÷ Ð and 1 ÷ Ð , and an exponentially decaying power profile [12] . Hence the normalized, to the received signal bandwidth, rms delay spread is e ø ú ù V 3 û 1 ! and 4. The first value of e ø models an indoor channel, while the second models an outdoor highly dispersive channel.
The channel impulse response is assumed to be known at the receiver (i.e. perfect channel estimation) and static, at least for the duration of one symbol. The average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), namely the ratio between the power of the signal I C Q R and the power of the noise d C Q w , is assumed 25 dB. The length of the prototype transmit filter is c f e h b c g ¤ ü Ì ! " å . The performance is evaluated in terms of achievable bit-rate [13] . We indicate by ý þ i ÿ S ¦ the signal-to-disturbance ratio at the decision device for the -th subchannel.
Following the considerations made in [13] , using a trellis code with gain of $ ö dB, the modified SDR¦ of the -th subchannel,
, where
The achievable bit rate per subchannel is given by In order to obtain a fair comparison with the simplified FSpreDFME and FSpostDFME, the FSDFME is also considered. Before reporting performance we recall the major features of the various schemes. Firstly,
FMT has a better bandwidth efficiency than DMT-CP, because it does not use any cyclic prefix. Moreover, FMT needs fewer virtual carriers than DMT since in this case the spectrum of the transmitted signal is less distorted by the filter included in the D/A converter, as observed in [11] . On the other end, FMT equalization, both with preDFME and postDFME, is based on the assumption of subchannel flatness.
Hence these schemes show a performance degradation for higher values of the ratio ù # " X .
In Fig. 3 can not be considered flat on each subchannel anymore, and FMT suffers a performance degradation approximately equal to the bandwidth efficiency improvement due to the absence of cyclic prefix. In this case
FMT-FSpreDFME and DMT-CP exhibit similar performance at higher cCDF values.
In Fig. 4 we have compared all equalizer structures for e ø ae and ¤ å & ae . Because of its extreme flexibility, FSDFME yields the best performance. The introduction of the subchannel delay recovery both in FSpreDFME and in FSpostDFME, allows for a performance improvement with respect to the simpler preDFME and postDFME schemes.
In Fig. 5 the two best-performing equalization methods are considered against DMT-CP for e ø ! and
In particular, we note that for e ø 1 ! the subchannel flatness assumption is well verified and, while equalization is similar in DMT-CP and FMT-FSpreDFME, FMT benefits from its bandwidth efficiency and outperforms DMT. For the same reason, FSDFME yields similar performance of FSpreDFME. In fact almost all the interference is due to the transmit filters which are equalized in the same way by both systems.
CONCLUSIONS
In this letter we have presented equalization techniques for wireless FMT systems. From the numerical results we can conclude that FMT-FSpreDFME yields better performance (in terms of achievable bit rate)
than DMT-PC and also than FMT-FSpostDFME.
Hence, although FMT requires a moderately higher computational complexity than DMT, it may be considered as a possible candidate for high speed transmission in dispersive indoor/outdoor wireless channels. However, when the number of subcarriers is very high (e.g. 256 or more) and the receiver must be very simple (e.g. for consumer electronics), and the whole system is synchronous, DMT with cyclic prefix may still represent the most convenient solution. achievable rate (Mbit/s) complementary CDF of the achievable rate postDFME preDFME FSpostDFME FSpreDFME FSDFME 
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